Gift Occasion Shelf Strips

Where do these go?

Paper Inserts fit inside the plastic sleeves. They can sit atop a shelf, or hang down from the front edge of the shelf.

Gift Occasion Shelf Strips (set of 16)
#26652 $6.00

Gift Occasion Strip Inserts (set of 16)
#27330 $2.00

Gift Occasion Shelf Strips and Gift Occasion Strip Inserts organize your product display by consumer need. Sales research tells us that customers spend more time looking at product when they can quickly locate the general category for their particular shopping occasion.

Examples Of Shelf Display

new babies • new beginnings

Set includes 16 Inserts:
(2) love • wedding • anniversary
(1) new babies • new beginnings
(2) friendship • thinking of you
(1) healing • encouragement • hope
(1) sympathy • comfort • remembrance
(1) thank you • appreciation
(1) hospitality • housewarming
(1) graduates • teachers
(1) spiritual milestones
(2) holiday
(2) family relationships
(1) create a Family Grouping

More Examples

graduates • teachers

Need signs or other merchandising tools? Order online at DEMDACOretailers.com or call DEMDACO customer care at 888.336.3226.
Retail Display Ideas

More Examples Of Shelf Displays

love • wedding • anniversary

healing • encouragement • hope

sympathy • comfort • remembrance

Need signs or other merchandising tools? Order online at DEMDACOretailers.com or call DEMDACO customer care at 888.336.3226.